Abstract:
Cells must control enzyme expression in their metabolic network, because high enzyme levels are costly and low enzyme levels can limit metabolic flux. In my talk, I will show how we created a CRISPR interference library to downregulate the expression of all 1515 proteins in the metabolic network of E. coli. We have studied the complete CRISPRi library with a pooled approach and measured the metabolome and the proteome of 304 CRISPRi strains. I will show how we integrate these multi-omics data to infer feedback mechanisms and to identify substrate-enzyme relationships. In the second part of the talk, I will show how we combine genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics to explore the mechanisms of antibiotic action in E. coli. For example, we measured the antibiotic resistance of 15,120 E. coli mutants, each with a single amino acid change in one of 346 essential proteins. Resistance mutations in essential genes were drug-specific and primarily affected metabolic enzymes. Most mutations that conferred resistance to the beta-lactam antibiotic carbenicillin occurred in genes associated with purine nucleotide biosynthesis, and I will show how we identified the mechanism of purine-mediated resistance.
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